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Abstract:   As the popularity of research on digital library is rapidly increasing on the internet, technologies for digital resource 
management have become an important topic. This paper presents a system of Digital Resource Management Engine (DME) in 
CADAL digital library. The DME system consists of four modules: the duplication elimination module of the digital resource, the 
autocheck module of the digital resource, the information-extraction module, the backup module of the digital resource. By means 
of DME, raw digital data are transformed into fine ones, and manipulated effectively then. Moreover, the DME system builds up a 
foundation for further use of the digital resource such as knowledge-based services. The DME system provides a valuable refer-
ence for future digital library projects in China. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Digital library has come to a crucial period. Now, one 
of major and unsolved problems is how to organize 
millions of volumes for reader wherever in the world 
to visit. To meet the challenge, Scientists in China 
cooperated with American partners in designing a 
system to solve the above-mentioned problem called 
"China and the United States cooperating million 
volume digital library plan" (CADAL  for short).  
Current goal of CADAL is constructing the digital 
library of one million volumes in which Chinese side 
organizes five hundreds thousands volumes of Chi-
nese books, the United States organizes five hundreds 
thousands volumes of English books. Two partners 
cooperate to develop a top-ranking level digital li-
brary platform in the world, effectively support mil-
lion-volume service, management and the efficient 
process of volume book. 

The basic goal of digital library is to create a 
excellent information environment which offers the 
better service on educated organization and intelli-
gence access of distributing information storage. 
 
 
DIGITAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ENGINE 
(DME) 

 
Overview of   DME 
 

Being the base of digital library, quality of elec-
tronic books is particularly crucial. Digital Resource 
Management Engine (DME) then plays an important 
role in building a top-ranking digital library. Before 
knowing the function of DME, we should analyze the 
requirement of electric book in CADAL. 

 
 Producing workflow   of CADAL is shown in Fig1 

 

 
 
Fig1.  Producing workflow of CADAL 
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Corresponding with workflow of production, the 
workflow of DME are shown in Fig2 

  
Fig2. Workflow of DME  

 
The management and control is the key of de-

signing DME. We divide DME into four sub-modules, 
each of which takes on special function：duplication 
elimination of the digital resource、autocheck of the 
digital resource、information-extraction, backup of 
the digital resource. They work together to set up a 
powerful control and management platform in 
CADAL digital library. We will introduce each of 
them orderly. 

 
Duplication elimination of the digital resource 
 

When plenty of papery book are put in 
storage ,in order to avoid data repetitive production , 
chief work of DME is  duplication elimination in the 
digital resource  before papery resource digitalization. 
DME need duplication elimination of the papery book 
before digitalization, check duplication elimination of 
electric books after digitalization. 

In developing duplication elimination tool, we 
adopt the C/S structural database. One reason is, when 
DME deal with a great quantity of information about 
papery book, it will take a long time to access and 
wait for the checking result from the B/S structural 
database; the other reason is, it is convenient to 
maintain data synchronism between scanning center 
and NT-center, in the C/S structural frame when 
solving  books’ repetitive processing . Duplication 
elimination of DME can be explained "two interfaces, 
three-layer checking", diagram is shown in Fig3 

 

Fig3. Workflow of duplication elimination 
 

     There are two interfaces during the duplication 
elimination, one is NT-CADAL to scanning center, 
the other is scanning center to customs. 

NT-CADAL to scanning center, it is duplication 
elimination of database in NT-Center. It can guarantee 
the information which have been put in storage are 
promptly feedback to scanning center, avoiding  re-
petitive digital resource processing, checking route is 
defined jdlbook.mdb  . Scanning center to customs, it 
is completed in scanning center inner, basing on the 
database of scanning center .It passes through com-
parison of keyword in jdlbook.mdb such as title, 
creator and ISBN, avoids the repetitive processing of 
papery books. The software interface is shown in Fig4 

 

 
Fig4. Interface of duplication elimination tool 

 
After duplication elimination of production, plenty 

of papery book are digitalized through CADAL 
processing platform. Before electric books are put in 
storage, DME must inspect the quality of raw digi-
talized products. This is the task of autocheck of 
digital resource in DME. 
 
Autocheck of the digital resource 

According to the requirement of CADAL, every 
CADAL electric book contains seven  files : OTIFF、
PTIFF、META、MARC、HTML 、 TOC and OEB, 
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there is  also a browser  named oebbrowser.html. 
OTIFF saves tif format images which  have been 
scanned originally，PTIFF saves tif  format images 
which have been processed after scanning ,MARC 
saves usmarc  which has been downloaded  from 
website www.oclc.org.ac , HTML saves htm files 
which are produced by OCR software. TOC saves the 
catalog file, META saves Dublin core metadata. OEB 
saves information about this electric book. Oeb-
browser.html is the activation file through which the 
electric books are browsed. 

 According to the character of CADAL, the dif-
ficulties in inspecting electric books are list as: 

1 The consistency of type. 
2 The magnanimous  information  
3 The complexity of format. 
 

There are many formats in each CADAL electric 
book. For example, META saves the dublin core 
metadata in xml format; OTIFF saves tif format image, 
HTML saves htm format text, OEB contains infor-
mations about electric book. The validity of format 
expression and code structure determine the entire 
quality of electric book, even the life of CADAL 
digital library, so we must take it seriously. 

 
Goal of designing autocheck module is: 

1 it should be a comfortable and agile applica-
tion 

2 it can inspect whether digital resource are or-
ganized and stored on CADAL requirement 

3 it should check out error of electric book very 
quickly 

4 its  architecture should embody the require-
ment of   society , economy and law 

According to the structure of electric book and 
quality of CADAL digital library, we descript 
framework of software, just shown in Fig5:  

 
(This software includes three functional modules) 
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Fig5. Framework of autocheck system 

In designing the software, we focus on quality 
check and control module. It is the core of  autocheck 
platform .There are 5 functional mod-
ules :spelling/catalog check, format check , consis-
tence of data check, metadata check ,quality of 
imagine check ,each of them act as the  corresponding 
function in autocheck platform., shown in Fig6 

 

Fig6. Famework of Quality and control module 
 
Sub-module of spelling/catalog check 

1 Inspect the validity of filename’s spelling by 
comparing them in stated definition 

2 Inspect the validity of catalog by checking the 
number of the relevant files 

Sub-module of format/type check 

This module firstly looks through the relevant 
catalog files and inspect type by reading file post-

http://www.oclc.org.ac/
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fix ,and estimate  validity of format by reading size of 
them .If size of files is zero, the module stop checking 
this  electric book. 
 
Sub-module of data consistency 
 

It is easy to inspect number consistency of files 
in HTML and PTIFF, but it is hard to inspect content 
consistency of HTML and PTIFF.(For example, you 
browse a page in PTIFF ,while the corresponding file 
in HTML is a black page .)For solving this problem, 
we click the button in oebbrowser.html manually to 
inspect content consistence.oebbrowser.html is 
shown in Fig.7 

 
Fig7.Oebbrowser.html 

Sub-module of metadata check 
 

The familiar metadata format we know are us-
marc 、dublin core,vra core. In CADAL digital li-
brary, we choose usmarc and Dublin core as the 
stated format.  

 
The arithmetic devised to check usmarc: 

1 read  whether MARC save  marc.txt  or not and 
get the size of  marc.txt 

2 read whether the file size is zero or not 
3 read the head-area of usmarc 
4 inspect the validity of bit length in head-area : 

24 bit length,the last four-bit is usually  
4500,0-4bit and 12-16bit are decimal number , 

5 read the hypo-area of usmarc 
6 inspect the validity of character in head-area: 

the 1ST  character is decimal number and the 
last character  ASC code is 30, calculate  field 
number, Statistic the length of the every field 

7 read the data-area  according to length of  
every field 

8 inspect the validity of field :whether the last 
characterASC is 30 and can read the corre-
sponding field number 

9 read list separator 
10 inspect whether the ending code  ASC is    29 

The arithmetic devised to check Dublin core 

There are 15 items in DC: subject, description, 
language, source, relation, coverage, creator, title, 
publisher, contributors, right, date, type, identifier, 
format .The arithmetic we design to check Dublin 
core metadata is 
 

1 decide  whether there are dc.htm and dc.xml  in 
META 

2 decide  whether file size of dc.xml and dc.htm 
is zero or not 

3 decide whether dc.xml  is an efficient mxl 
format 

4 check express format in dc.xml  according to 
stated format 

 
Sub-module on quality of imagine check 

It is an important and basic research task to de-
tect slant angle and noise of image .Many domestic 
and foreign scientists carry on research and gain a lot 
of achievements .In this paper, we will introduce-
several representative arithmetic and choose the best 
suitable arithmetic by comparison. The table is shown 
in Fig 8 

 
Fig8 .Arithmetic of image slant angle detecting  
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From table ,every method has its merit and shortco
ming .Most of  arithmetic focus on interior details an
d relation, not the main structure of image, some area 
 is  important such as boundary whose   location is ve
ry useful to estimate slant angle .Moreover human al
ways detect slant angle of image from the whole, not 
some detail.  

In CADAL digital library , numerous electric book
s belong to  sciences ,there are so many charts 、tabl
es and formulas  larding in text area .So we choose th
e algorithm for slant angle detection based on least sq
uare fitting, i.e., Algorithm for slant angle detection b
ased on optimal boundary piece. 

Algorithm for slant angle detection based on optimal 
boundary piece. 

The flow chart  on algorithm for slant angle dete
ction based on optimal boundary piece is shown in fi
gure9.This algorithm have some steps as regulizatio
n、degradation、expansion、 division、 region bou
ndary picking up 、choose optimal boundary –piece，
 recursive boundary use least-squares algorithm, calc
ulate slant angle and so on. The arithmetic flow is sho
wn in Fig9  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig9. Algorithm flow on slant angle detection  
 

According to these, we design to software inter-
face and database of the autocheck platform is shown 
in Fig10.  

 

 Input the slant binary image 
Fig10. Tool interface and database  of the auto-
check     platform  
 Degradation and expansion 
 
Information-extraction of the digital resource 

Division  
When more and more digital resources are 

checked out, we fall across a problem how to manage, 
storage and transplant magnanimous digital resource. 
It is why we design to the module of informa-
tion-extraction. We analyze this platform on three 
faces: format of extracted data, item of extracted data, 
extracting rule. 

Region boundary picking up 

Choose optimal boundary -piece 

Format of the extracted object 
Recursive boundary use least-squares algorithm   

We choose metadata as the extracted object. Metadata 
is the code architecture which is an efficient way in 
information organization and resource management. 
It is an important technical standard in digital library. 

Calculate slant angle 
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Without metadata, digital library can’t offer any effi-
cient search service. 
In CADAL digital library, there are Dublin core and 
usmarc, which should be extracted? 
We know that Dublin core metadata has so many 
merits: strong readability、  precise syntax、more 
convenience on testing validity of document; more-
over,Dublin core adopt xml format ,its most important 
use is making information-extraction more conven-
ient .So we choose Dublin core . 
 
Item of information-extraction 
 

15 items of dublin core ，it covers nearly all the 
searching information of one electric book. 

 
Rule of information-extraction 

The information-extraction path is EBOOK-ME
TA-dc.xml,the tool will extract information from dc.x
ml  to database .The database is devised to multi-tabl
e and multi-field  with single-index relation. 

According to these, we design to tool interface and 
database of the information-extraction platform is 
shown in Fig11 

 

 Fig11.    Interface and database of the informa-
tion-extraction     platform 

From duplication elimination 、autocheck and 
information-extraction of digital resource,the ‘raw’ 
digital resource  are  transformed into “fine” ones. All 
of the digital resource are published in 
www.ulib.org.cn .Visitor can access this website to 
search and browse the data wanted. At the same time, 
we should consider the last module in DME: backup 
of the digital resource. 
 

 
Backup of the digital resource 

Because the project is cooperated by China and 
America, so the backup should upload to FTP, mak-
ing the same copy to American partner. The flow 
chart   is shown in Fig12 

 
Fig12 flow of digital resource backup 
 
Backup of  usmarc metadata 
 

This module set up a mapping relation between 
USMARC and identifier of one electric book. It car-
ries out the pigeonhole resource management by im-
plementing pigeonhole extracting usmarc, and makes 
the searching in pigeonhole resource possible and 
convenient.  

According to these, we design to tool interface 
and database of the usmarc backup platform is shown 
in Fig13 

http://www.ulib.org.cn/
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Fig13. Software interface and database of usmarc    
backup platform  
 

We notice that the red circle in the table, it de-
clare there isn’t  a usmarc record in that book ,so it is 
possible to find out data-question  list  of usmarc 
backup ,and all the data will be backed up completely. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 

The use of digital resource management engine 
has accelerated the CADAL project, and has saved a 
lot of manpower and material resources. Experiments 
have verified the reliability and the accuracy of DME. 
The staffs in NT-CADAL have highly raised the ef-
ficiency of detecting electric books by using the DME. 
For example, manual inspection of one book gener-
ally needs 30 minutes; on the contrast, DME takes 
only 5-10 seconds to inspect one book. 

The quality of electric book will determine the 
quality of digital library, even its lifecycle. So the 

better computer equipments and more perfect soft-
ware systems are essential material foundation to 
build a good digital library. 

DME is the first automatic platform to inspect 
electric books. It has the features of low cost, low 
mistake rate and high efficiency of data-inspecting. 
DME industrializes the management of digital library 
and runs production in the mode of workshop. In 
future, its development will play a very good dem-
onstration for digital library industry in China. 
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